All I Ever Needed to Know I Learned in Maxim
TIGTll vA. 11 : None More Black
Written by Andrew R. Juhl of the University ofIowa
Subject: All info in this packet was supplied by the pages of Maxim (Issues 42-59).
TOSS-UPS

1. According to Maxim: the national monument located in this municipality is an embarrassment
to the rest of the country because "national" is spelled wrong. If you disrespect one of this city's
prostitutes by taking her picture, the local police will often make you show respect to her by
paying her for sex. Finally, the magazine advises a trip to this town's lesser-known Pink Light
District, in which can be found the gay prostitutes displaying their comely wares. FTP, these are
all (mostly) fictitious factoids describing this Dutch town full of asshole American kids rambling
incessantly about how high they are.
ANSWER: Amsterdam
2. Invented in 1972, this sturdy, hydraulic tool is still made of aluminum and powered by a
freestanding gas engine. Just like its prototype, it is still primarily manufactured by Hurst Gold
Standard Performing Tools. It consists of three elements, including a set of three heavy-duty
battering rams and a pair of pincers able to cut through twisted metal. FTP, name this standard of
EMS vehicles and fire trucks, eponymously named for its massive, three-foot vice.
ANSWER: The Jaws of Life
3. $76 million dollars of this product has been sold since its inception. Among the most popular
ofthe 122 varieties have been The Incredible Hulk, My Little Ponies, and Smurfs. Discovered by
a Wisconsin grandmother and Cub Scout leader in 1973, the process for making these involves
heating plastic in a kettle, pouring it out, and flattening it through a set of double rollers as it
cools. FTP, name these styrene confectionary non-edibles that allow you to use your toaster to
tum pieces of tracing paper into a highly lethal craft.
ANSWER: Shrinky Dinks
4. Most deaths associated with this psychoactive drug are the result of hyperthermia caused by the
release of too much serotonin or by taking dangerous derivatives of methylene
dioxymethamphetamine. Chemically similar in many regards to both speed and mescaline, this
drug often causes black outs and seizures due to serious dehydration. FTP, name this drug that
causes body temperatures to rise, grinding of teeth, and horribly long dance club remixes of
Madonna songs, also simply called "X."
ANSWER: ecstasy (prompt on "X"; accept MDMA before the chemical name is given)
5. Born in 1968 in the Italian village of Citta di Castello, Umbria, she originally pursued a legal
career. She modeled on the side at the University ofPerugia, leading to her current career. In
1988, she moved to Milan and joined Elite Models. She appeared in a black & white TV
commercial for Dolce & Gabbana directed by Giuseppe Tornatore, who would later direct her in
the movie Malena . From there, she started acting, and her American film debut came in Bram
Stoker's Dracula as one of Dracula's brides. FTP, who is this Italian siren, the actress currently
starring as Persephone in the [mal two Matrix installations.
ANSWER: Monica Bellucci

n

6. Even though America declared it's independence in 1776, Washington wasn't inaugurated until
1789. During that 13-yearperiod, 14 men served as president of Congress, but only 7 of them
after there was an official federal government. Among those 7, this man was the first. Though he
had an anemic, one-year term with no veto power and no executive branch to oversee, he
managed to establish a national bank, consular service, census, and postal service. Name, FTP,
this man who some consider to be our true first president.
ANSWER: John Hanson
7. Born in Seattle in 1976, she started acting in theatre before the age of eight. She starred in her
first professional production in Seattle when was nine-years-old. From there, she moved to
improvisational theatre, which led to several commercial offers. Her break into movies came
when she was a hired for the part of'Jannelle' in the independent film Lovers Lane in 1999. FTP,
name this natural blonde, an actress who dyes her hair to look more Neve-Campbell-ish for her
role in the Scary Movie series.
ANSWER: Anna Faris
8. For the most part, these are a medical mystery. Most likely, however, they are the result of
dehydration or lack of oxygen to the effected area (caused by shallow breathing). To prevent
these, kinesiologists recommend stretching your stomach muscles before physical exercise,
drinking plenty of water, and breathing deeply; if you've already got one, gently massage the skin
above the muscles. FTP, give the everyday term for these cramps, usually located along the
ribcage-especially the diaphram-a word also frequently found in sewing.
ANSWER: stitchCes) (prompt on "cramps"; also accept, "side aches/pains" before the giveaway
ending)
9. Divide the number of completions by pass attempts. Subtract 0.3 and multiply by 0.05. Divide
the number of passing yards by pass attempts. Subtract 3 andmultiply by 0.25. Divide the
number of touchdown passes by pass attempts and multiply by 0.2. Divide the number of
interceptions by pass attempts and multiply the percentage by 0.25 and subtract from 2.375. Add
previous results, divide by 6, and multiply by 100. This is how to calculate, FTP, what fanfavorite NFL stat that doesn't reflect leadership or play-calling?
ANSWER: quarterback rating OR qb rating
10. He attended both Bethany College in Virginia and Goddard College in Vermont, studying
under David Mamet at the latter. Then, along with Marnet and friend/writer StevenSchatcher
(Ska-cher), he founded the St. Niholas Theater in Chicago. And though one of his first movie
roles was as "J.J." in Berry Gordy's The Last Dragon, he has well-redeemed himself with turns in
Searching for Bobby Fischer and Mr. Holland's Opus. FTP, name this man, husband to actress
Felicity Huffman and Oscar nominee for supporting acting in Fargo.
ANSWER: William H. Macy
11. Grandaughter of actors John Payne and Anne Shirley, she was born in Hollywood in 1978 to
actress Julie Payne and her screenwriter husband. She first landed small parts in 1999's She's All
That and Go, then contracted larger, supporting roles in But I'm a Cheerleader and 2000's bigbudget thriller What Lies Beneath, and in 2001 she had large roles in Mullholand Drive and
Evolution. FTP, name this actress soon to star in the movie Easy Six, the daughter of Mission:
Impossible writer Robert Towne.
ANSWER:-Katharine Towne

12: Someone once said that this woman is so perfect that she must have been created in a lab. At
5' 11", this blue-eyed blonde bombshell is a former Miss Sweden and Guess? model. You may
remember her from the mechanical bull riding scene in the movie Old Cold or as 'Blossom' in the
Jerry Stiller movie The Independent. FIP, name this model/actress, whom-as Matt Stone and
Trey Parker will tell you-is a Playboy's Playmate of the Year.
ANSWER: Victoria Silvstedt
13 . In 1735, Jane Leeds cursed the day she married Daniel Leeds, one of the fIrst Atlantic County
settlers. She bore him 12 children, but during the birth of their 13th child she muttered a deal with
Satan, witnessed by a midwife, spitefully trading the baby for escape from marriage and the
return of her youth. Once born, the cn:ature then killed the midwife and flew up the chimney.
FTP, this is the tale of what beast that has supposedly roamed the Pine Barrens of the Garden
state ever since.
ANSWER: The Jersey Devil (DO NOT accept 'The New Jersey Devil')
14. In the 1950s, this team put player numbers on both sides of their then-gold war helmets. In
1962, the team removed the numbers when it was suggested that they start using the tricolor
hypocycloids as their offIcial logo. Afraid the logo would clash, owners added it to only the right
side of the helmet, but after the team earned their fIrst postseason berth that year, the logo was
kept on just one side of the helmet for good luck. FIP, this is the tale of the helmets for which
Pittsburgh NFL franchise?
ANSWER: Steelers

c

15. WARNING: TWO ANSWERS REQUIRED. They go head-to-head in Maxim #48. One
wears a baseball cap turned backwards, and the other wears hiked up trousers. One's favorite
hangout is the Playboy Mansion, and the other's is the Tropicana Club. One was called a "sissy"
by Eminem, and the other was called an "old goat" by his wife, Ethel. FIP, name these two men,
one of which is the Senior VP for Interscope Records and the other of which is Ricky and Lucy's
landlord.
ANSWER: Fred Durst and Fred Mertz
16. Created by Cajun chef Paul Prudhomme, this is as hard to prepare as it is delicious. First,
deb one all meat that is to be used. Second, stuff each part with one of three different dressings.
When the dish is prepared, Prudhomme recommends it be placed in a 15"x 11" baking pan that is
at least 2 1/2 inches deep and cooked in an oven at 1900 for 12-14 hours until the center is exactly
165 0 • FIP, name this tasty dish that consists of a chicken stuffed into a duck stuffed into a
turkey.
ANSWER: Turducken
17. This process should only be used as a last resort and only if proper medical attention isn't
available. First, fmd a hacksaw and a pocket knife and use alcohol or iodine to sterilize them; a
healthy swig for yourself to dull the pain wouldn't be a bad idea, either. Second, apply a
tourniquet with a belt or handkerchief just above the incision point. Next, cut the flesh, muscle,
and tendon to the bone and cauterize the wound with a blow torch. Finally, use the hacksaw to
get through the bone. FIP, these steps describe what "how to" process medical process that
might come in handy if you are severely poisoned or injured?
ANSWER: how to amputate your own limb (accept equivalents using words like 'sever' in place
of 'amputate' and 'arm' or 'leg' in place of 'limb')

n

18. The center of this contains a 'pill', another name for a piece of cork that is 1.375 inches in
diameter. This 'pill' is then enveloped with 2 thin rubber coverings and in three layers of
modified wool yarn and one layer of modified cotton yarn. Finally, it's encased in two identical
strips of 100% genuine cowhide leather and sewn together with 108 waxed thread stitches. FTP,
this describes the anatomy of what piece of sporting equipment that-according to Roger
Clemens-is really made of ajagged piece of a broken bat.
ANSWER: a baseball
19. Sometimes no discomfort accompanies this condition; it can be inherited or caused by rickets,
obesity, or metabolic disorders. When the muscles are weakened and/or the ligaments are strained
and stretched, there is flattening of the entire sole instead of the natural curved contour. This
condition may cause disalignment of other structures, leading to pain in the calf muscles or even
the lower back; the discomfort is increased by prolonged standing. FTP, give the name for this
condition, an ailment often ascribed to detectives and correctible with specialized footwear or
arch supports.
ANSWER: fallen arches OR flat feet
20. The average man can exert 1/6 of this unit, measurable with a dynometer. Coined by parttime miner James Watt after witnessing that 330 pounds of coal could be raised 100 feet in one
minute, this is now calculated by measuring torque and revolutions per minute, multiplying the
two, and dividing by the number of feet in one mile. FTP, give this unit, equivalent 550 footpounds of work per second or 33,000 foot-pound of work per minute.
ANSWER: horsepower

c

21. Your goal is to become Rome's greatest chariot racer. Each chariot has both a driver and a
warrior, and you get the pleasure of controlling both as you race through various areas of the
Roman Empire, including Alexandria and the Coliseum. Run over helpless pedestrians or ride on
one wheel, and the crowd will throw Dinari your way. Winning races also scores you Dinari,
which is needed to enter the next race. FTP, this describes the Chariot Wars Xbox edition of
what game, also a monthly feature in Maxim?
ANSWER: Circus Maximus (Prompt on "Chariot Wars" before it is given in tossup)

n

Bonuses
1. FFPE in the correct order, and a bonus 5 all correct, put these men in order from richest to poorest if all
fat cat's total worth is adjusted to the dollar value as of the September, 2003: William H. Gates, III, John D.
Rockefeller, John Jacob Astor, Andrew Carnegie, and Cornelius Vanderbilt.
.
ANSWER:
John D. Rockefeller
($210 billion)
Andrew Carnegie
($111 billion)
Cornelius Vanderbilt
($106 billion)
($86 billion)
John Jacob Astor
($65 billion)
William H. Gates, III
2. Name the actor from Maxim's Mobster Mash movie mafia famiglia given a brief description, 5 for one,
10 for two, 20 for three, 30 for all four.
a. This man made a name for himself as Soprano's "Big Pussy" despite having stolen the name from James
Van Der Beek.
ANSWER: Vincent Pastore
b. He initially rose rapidly through the syndicate thanks to his role in Good/ellas, but is no longer
considered a threat after his role in Muppets in Space.
ANSWER: Ray Liotta
c. He is best known for voicing Fat Tony and *almost* winning 4 Super Bowls for the San Francisco 4gers.
ANSWER: Joe Mantegna
d. This man is usually the brains behind the operation .. .unless you're counting Gone In 60 Seconds.
ANSWER: Robert Duvall

c

3. Given the city they hailed from and the stadium in which they played, name the XFL franchise FTPE.
(10) Orlando at the Florida Citrus Bowl
ANSWER: Rage
(10) Los Angeles at the Los Angeles Coliseum
ANSWER: Xtreme
(10) Memphis at the Liberty Bowl
ANSWER: Maniax
4. You might not see recognize Jessica Cauffiel from her name, but you'd probably recognize her body ... of
work that is. Name the film given Ms. Cauffiel's role in that film FSNOP.
(5-5) Jessica plays 'Margot' in this duology, though she spends most of her screen time in the background
of the character, 'Elle Woods'.
ANSWERS: Legally Blonde, Legally Blonde 2: Red, White, and Blonde (Prompt on "Legally
Blonde 2"; not because the subtitle is needed, but because it'·ll embarrass whoever answers.)
(10) Jessica's character, 'Sandra', joins the Mile High Club in by far the steamiest scene of this 2000 nonsequel, a horror movie about killings on a movie set at a university.
ANSWER: Urban Legends: Final Cut (Prompt on Urban Legends 2)
(10) Ms. Cauffiel's most memorable role so far is probably in this Todd Phillip's comedy where she suffers
a spectacularly public breakdown after being informed that her boyfriend is cheating on her and
subsequently demolishes a Mercedes with a baseball bat.
ANSWER: Road Trip

5. Think you lmow a lot about history? About sex? What about the history of sex? Give the year these
things happened from Maxim's History of Sex FTPE (graces awarded specific to each question). All years
are A.D.
(10) Gaius Caesar Augustus Germanicus is crowned emperor of Rome. His niclmame, Caligula, is
idiomatic Latin for "I'll screw anything that moves." Grace: 3 years either way.
ANSWER: 37 (accept 34-40)
(10) Thomas Edison introduces the frrst peep-show machine. Marie Curie's Radioactive Sweater Meat
flipbook is a big hit. Grace: 10 years either way.
ANSWER: 1894 (accept 1884-1904)
(10) The radio show 'Sexually Speaking' debuts, and American men are enthralled by the ravings of an 18inch tall German circus midget calling herself Dr. Ruth. Grace: 3 years either way.
ANSWER: 1980 (accept 1977-1983)
6. For 15 points apiece, answer these questions about myths ofa sexual nature that are lmown to be untrue.
(15) The hoopla surrounding this movie came from a four-year-old who thought he had seen the letters "SE-X" in a dust swirl. Actually, it was the letters "S-F-X", an inside joke from Disney's Special Effects
Department.
ANSWER: Disney's The Lion King
(15) Popularized by her enemies after her death, this empress's demise was not caused by a faulty pulley
system; she actually died in the bathroom. According to historians, however, she did bag every man she
could well into her 60s, but Mr. Ed wasn't one of them
ANSWER: Catherine the Great
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7. Name the In Living Color cast members given a brief description of their post-show exploits FSNOP.
(5) In 1994, he wrote, directed, and starred in A Low Down Dirty Shame.
ANSWER: Keenen Ivory Wayans
(10) In 1998, he starred in Senseless as a guy who takes a potion that heightens some senses while making
him lose others.
ANSWER: Marlon Wayans
(15) In 2000, she was arrested for protesting the U.S. Navy's bombing range on the Puerto Rican island
Vieques.
ANSWER: Rosie Perez
8. FFPE for each one placed in the correct position and a bonus 5 for all correct, place these events in order.
from the biggest cash prize to smallest: Bassmasters Top 150 Trail, The Breeder's Cup Classic of
Horseracing, The North American Open in Darts, The U.S. Open of Tennis, and The World Championship
of Poker.
ANSWER:
Breeder's Cup Classic
($2,438,800)
($1,500,000)
World Championship of Poker
($800,000)
U.S. Open
Bassmasters Top 150 Trail
($110,000)
North American Open
($5,000)

n

9. Answer the following about seemingly innocuous creatures that'll put you in a world of hurt if you touch
them, FSNOP
(5) Socially organized fructose-squirters ... of death! They can be aggi-avated by movement from up to 50
feet a way and may take up to a week to calm down afterwards. They've killed thousands oflocals since
being introduced to Brazil some 40 years ago.
ANSWER: africanized honey bee (danger level: 4/5)
(1 0) Anti~Darwinian freak ... of death! One of the world's only venomous mammals, these egg-layers have
spikes on their hind legs. The venom attacks pain receptors, disabling victims with pure agony.
ANSWER: duck-billed platypus (danger level: 3/5)
(15) Nasal stowaway .. .of death! Actually a fly, this is nothing you'd want to bait your hook with. Females
lay around 200 eggs in open wounds, then the maggots feed for a few days before burrowing headfirst into
the flesh and eating the victim alive. A cow can be devoured through this process in as little as 5 days.
ANSWER: screw worm (danger level: 5/5)
10. Visual Bonus. Given an album cover (with pertinent info removed), name the album-or the artist of
that album-that was reviewed by Maxim FFPE. You have 20 seconds.
ANSWERS:
A. One by One by Foo Fighters
B. Power In Numbers by Jurassic 5
C. American IV: The Man Comes Around by Johnny Cash
D . . Phrenology by The Roots
E. Red Letter Days by The Wallflowers
F. Songs for the Deafby Queens of the Stone Age

.c

11. Hit a national championship winning shot, become a lifelong loser. Happens every time. Name these
one-shot wonders given a description of their awesome feat, fifteen apiece:
(15) Dateline 1963; with 3 seconds left in overtime, two-time defending champion Cincinnati Bearcats tie
the score. Les Hunter launches a brick from the left baseline, but this man-anticipating Hunter's chuckgrabs the rebound and lays it in at the buzzer for the whole enchilada.
Answer: Vic Rouse
(15) Dateline 1983; tied at 52 with 2 seconds left on the clock, Derek Wittenburg heaves a 30-foot prayer
towards the basket. Houston's Akeem "The Dream" Olajuwon, daydreaming under the basket, allows this
man to grab the air ball and stuff it in at the buzzer.
Answer: Lorenzo Charles
12. 40-30-20-10, name the object:
(40) These objects have no bones.
(30) Mosquitoes are more attracted to people who eat these or use products with this scent.
(20) Using the established scientific classification system, these are actually berries.
(10) After removing the peel, this fruit is about 75% water and is an excellent source of potassium.
ANSWER: Bananas
13. The Rat Pack loved starring in movies with numerals in their titles. Given a mega-brief synopsis, name
the Rat Pack movie FSNOP:
(5) 1960; Armed· with a groovy theme song, Frankie's gang knocks over five casinos and tries to keep their
hands off the loose slots .. .I said slots .
ANSWER: Ocean's 11
(10) 1962; Frankie, Dino, and Peter Lawford are boozin' , brawlin' calvary officers at war with a kooky
Indian chief.
ANSWER: Sergeants 3
(15) 1963; Frank and Sammy are competing gamblers who team up to defeat a common enemy Old West
style in the 1870's.
ANSWER: 4 (or Texas

14. Sometimes in the course ofhurnan events, it becomes necessary to make a list of the 50 greatest
American Heroes. See if you can name these 3 who showed up on Maxim's list given their rank and a brief
description FSNOP.
(5) At #50, this radioactive Nazi fighter held down the fort with nothing more than two little wings and one
big-ass shield until America could invent the atomic bomb.
ANSWER: Captain America
(10) At #44, this U.S. Army Lieutenant beat a 1944 court martial rap for refusing to move to the back of a
bus in rural Texas.
ANSWER: Jackie Robinson
(15) At #29; this man designed just about every spy plane ever built, including the U-2 and the SR-71
Blackbird.
ANSWER: Kelly Johnson
15. Name these lesser-known Old West baddies given a brief description, 15 points apiece.
(15) This man had two holsters sewn into the inside of his vest so that he could take off the top of a man's
skull before his opponent would have a chance to draw. He was shot in the back of the head in a dispute
over the arrest of his favorite prostitute.
ANSWER: John Wesley Hardin
(15) When this man's second-and final-train robbery failed, he robbed the passengers. It netted him
about $350, some whiskey, and a few bananas. He died in a classic gunfight with a Texas ranger.
ANSWER: "Little" Dick West

c.

16. If you read Maxim enough, the skills you acquire will lead to a necessity for knowledge about birth
control. Let' s test your knowledge on the subject, FTPE:
(10) This name-brand forerunner that now has cheaper generic versions contains the same hormones as the
pill, but comes in a trans dermal patch that must be changed once a week.
ANSWER: Ortho Evra
(10) This subdermal injection of the hormone progestin lasts for three months and costs between $30-75
per shot. It may, however, take up to 18 months for fertility to return after injections are discontinued.
ANSWER: Depo Provera
(10) Once every five years, a doctor inserts this small, plastic device into the uterus that releases spermdeflecting progestin and makes the uterus too hostile for fertilized eggs. The bad news? The cost is above
$500 per procedure, and the uterus may expel the device without the woman noticing.
ANSWER: Mirena IUD
17. What's a man like better than a big sandwich? Well, besides the obvious? Answer these questions
about submarine sandwich chains FTPE:
(10) In 1964, three brothers started a sandwich shop out of their home and called it this because the
overstuffed subs they made reminded them of Zeppelins.
ANSWER: Blimpie
(10) Started in 1971 by San Jose college student Michael Cobler because he hated cafeteria food, this chain
now exploits pot-addled university students at more than 400 locations nationwide.
ANSWER: Togo's
(10) In 1981, Denver entrepreneurs opened up an authentic Italian sub shop because, as we all know,
Denver is a hotbed of Italian culture. The oven-toasted subs are now served other places in the world
where Italians gather, like Puerto Rico, Japan, and Australia.
ANSWER: Quizno's

18. Maxim likes inventing new drinks, so they've decided to retire these old favorites . Name them FSNOP .
(5) This cocktail containing bourbon, vermouth, and bitters was named for the New York City club that
conceived it in 1874.
ANSWER: Manhattan
(5) The bastard son of the Manhattan, this scotch drink is named for a 17 th Century Scottish outlaw.
ANSWER: Rob Roy
,
(10) Originating in England's Navy in the 19th Century by sailors who wanted to remain loaded and scurvyfree, this drink it featured prominently in "The Short, Happy Life of Francis MacComber" and sounds like
a character from The Lord of the Rings.
ANSWER: Gimlet
(10) With a gin base, this 1800's lemony cocktail was created by an Irish barkeep from New Jersey who
wanted to quench his thirst without getting too swozzled. Few seem to know or care about the man who is
this drink's namesake.
ANSWER: Tom Collins
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19. Sexily answer these sexy questions about the sexiest sexpot married to sexy John Stamos for the stated
number of sexy points. Sexy.
(5) Rebecca Romijn (as she was then known) taught us on this show not to wear white pants after Labor
Day, not to mix purple with orange, and not to play Metallica and Boyz II Men in the same fashion
montage.
ANSWER: MTV's House of Style
(5) In 1999, RRS dated, married, and divorced the character of Finch on this NBC sitcom.
ANSWER: Just Shoot Me
(10) You'd think a horribly bloody sports movie would be mildly entertaining, but even RRS's broken and
bruised naked body couldn't make this 2002 remake watchable.
ANSWER: Rollerball
(10) This is the absolute best movie about a bisexual jewel thief and con artist who performs extended
stripteases to seduce a potentially crooked Spanish paparazzo ever!
ANSWER: Femme Fatale
20. In a record-breakingly expensive advertisement, Levi's Jeans paid six combined solo recording artists
and music groups to appear in an II-page ad in the September 2002 issue of Maxim. Given clues, name 3
of those 6 FTPE:
(10) Producing 3 albums before everyone in the band turned 21, these four girls have been playing their
signature old-fashioned, no frills metal for a decade, and where featured in the movies Drive Me Crazy and
Jawbreaker.
ANSWER: The Donnas
(10) "My personal taste is definitely for songs and melodies-I like it tight, I like a good rock song," says
the drummer of this band, Jason Schwartzman. Yes, the same guy from Rushmore.,
ANSWER: Phantom Planet
(10) This 6-person Bowling Green rap group landed the track "Riches to Ragz" on the Sou'th Park movie
soundtrack and their currently released album is entitled "Watermelon, Chicken, and Gritz".
ANSWER: Nappy Roots

21. Answer these questions about "trials of the century" that don't involve O.J. or Zsa Zsa FTPE:
(10) Dateline 1926, two years after marrying 16-year-old Lita Grey because she was pregnant with his
child, this man's sexual escapades were leaked to the media via a 42-page divorce petition. He eventually
had to cough up $825,000 dollars, then the largest divorce settlement ever rewarded.
ANSWER: Charlie Chaplin
(10) Dateline 1942, moviegoers were shocked when this Robin Hood incarnate stood accused of swashing
the buckles of two underage girls. After more than 24 hours of deliberation, he eventually walked, then ran
to Mexico with a 17-year-old cigarette girl.
ANSWER: Errol .ElYm!
(10) When this "it" girl accused her secretary, Daisy DeVoe, of embezzlement, DeVoe responded by
selling details of the star' s private life to the tabloids, including allegations that she had serviced the entire
USC football team. Though victorious in court, this actress suffered a nervous breakdown due to the media
coverage provoked.
ANSWER: Clara Bow
21. Guys dig cars. Guys really dig Hollywood cars. Given the famous car, name the year for 5 points,
make for 5 points, and model for 5 points.
A) The General Lee from the Dukes of Hazard.
Answer: [Year] 1969 [Make] Dodge [Model] Charger RJT
B) K.I.T.T. from Knight Rider.
Answer: [Year] 1982 [Make] Pontiac [Model] Firebird Trans Am

c

